LIVE FOR THE

WOW

IMAGINE...
Imagine a vision correction that works while you
sleep. Imagine waking up to clear, comfortable vision
in the morning, without the need to wear specs or
contact lenses during the day. Well, imagine no more.
Introducing EyeDream...

EYEDREAM
EyeDream, a form of orthokeratology (ortho-k),
corrects your vision while you sleep. Simply remove
the custom lenses upon waking and enjoy a world of
clear, natural vision throughout the day.
EyeDream is safe and effective and has transformed
the lives of thousands of people across the world.

WHY EYEDREAM?
EyeDream is perfect for people who suffer from mild to moderate
short-sightedness and want to enjoy clear, natural vision all day,
without the use of contact lenses or specs.
Unlike laser eye surgery, EyeDream is non-invasive and reversible,
making it the best choice for anyone who has considered refractive
surgery, but are concerned with the risks.
Without the limitations that come with soft lenses, EyeDream is ideal
for people who want to enjoy an active lifestyle.

EyeDream is ideal for people who...
...want clear natural vision all day without the
need for specs or lenses.

...have considered laser surgery but are concerned
with the associated risks.

...are involved in sports but find specs and
contact lenses restrictive.

...wear soft contact lenses but suffer from
discomfort or dry, scratchy eyes

THE SCIENCE
EyeDream lenses gently reshape the curvature of the eye
overnight, creating a slightly flatter cornea. The cornea
plays a key role in creating a sharp optical focus.
Upon waking, the slight change in corneal curvature
is enough to create clear, sharp vision for the
duration of the day.
EyeDream uses a tried-and-tested design and
is only ever performed by a trained optician.
EyeDream is non-invasive, comfortable
and safe.

I think this should be
the front line for vision
correction – it is as easy
as cleaning your teeth
and leaves you with
great vision all day.
Martin, 37 | Norwich

Check out the EyeDream explainer video at:

www.eyedreamlenses.com

EYEDREAM FOR CHILDREN
EyeDream offers children and parents many
benefits, including:

MYOPIA CONTROL
Ortho-k lenses such as EyeDream, offer children and
parents the best opportunity to reduce or halt the
progression of myopia.

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE
EyeDream offers children the freedom and confidence to swim, play sports and enjoy an active lifestyle
without the restrictions of specs or contact lenses.

PEACE OF MIND
EyeDream lenses are worn at night and at home so
lens wear & care can be monitored - and, no more
lost specs or contacts!

PRESCRIPTION RANGE
EyeDream is recommended for patients of any age with mild to
moderate myopia:

•
•

A spherical spectacle prescription of -0.75D up to -5.00D
Astigmatism of up to -2.50D.

HOW MUCH
WILL EYEDREAM COST?
EyeDream is comparable in price to wearing a pair of quality dailydisposable contact lenses every day. We recommend replacing
your EyeDream lenses every six months in order to ensure that they
continue to provide optimum vision correction.
Ask your eye-care practitioner about EyeDream today:

For news, patient stories, videos and more, visit:

www.eyedreamlenses.com
www.faceboook.com/eyedreamlenses
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